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Abstract 
 

The politics of the face: 
Manifestations of Che Guevara’s image and its collage of renderings and agency 

 
!

Che!Guevara’s!image,!is!seen!as!a!global!icon!crossing!all!kinds!of!social!and!cultural!

boundaries,!as!exemplified!in!street!protests!and!evidenced!by!multiple!visual!

messages!such!as!posters,!logos,!t<shirts!and!slogans.!We!are!invited,!demanded,!

expected!to!recount!and!memorialize.!But!what!exactly!are!we!being!asked!to!

remember?!This!study!aims!to!create!an!analytical!space!for!understanding!this!

phenomenon!as!far!as!it!can!be!observed!through!its!analysis!and!to!provide!a!

starting!point!for!a!better!perspective!of!the!significance!of!visual!events!in!public!as!

well!as!their!cultural!resonance.!!

 

I was initially interested in this image of Guevara and how it worked because I perceived 

a performative capability to gather people and sanction action that was inherently 

productive and powerful at a grassroots level. I was curious about vernacular (non 

institutional) visual communication. Although I acknowledge mass-produced versions of 

the matrix (source) image, my primary interest is in those renderings acquiring some 

singularity either through their production or location or in how they have been 

appropriated and adapted. 

 

This!project!is!a!series!of!encounters!with!the!image!and!a!look!at!the!levels!at!which!

it!operates!and!how!it!moves!fluidly!between!them.!I!do!not!wish!to!locate!this!

image!or!designate!its!“address.”!Instead,!I!prefer!to!examine!how!it!is!a!locating!



how!it!is!a!verb!as!well!as!a!noun.!This!project!contributes!to!understandings!of!how!

images!are!working!in!the!world!and!consequently!to!how!people!can!produce!and!

direct!the!visual!space!rather!than!be!relegated!to!receiving!and,!more!or!less!

passively,!consuming!images.!I!hasten!to!add!that!though!the!consumption!of!images!

is!never!passive,!the!built<in!impetus!of!advertising!images!encourages!passive!

consumption.!The!implications!of!seeing!the!vernacular!image!as!something!that!

does!not!fit!in!established!mass!media!methods!of!study!gestures!towards!its!being!a!

somewhat!different!phenomenon!and!it’s!worth!a!closer!look!at!the!action!or!

performance!of!the!image!itself,!what!it!allows!people!to!do!and!how!this!happens.!!
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The politics of the face 
Manifestations of Che Guevara’s image and its collage of renderings and agency. 

 
 

 
 

To challenge the regimes of representation 
That govern a society is to conceive of how a 
Politics can transform reality. As this creative 
Struggle moves onward, it is bound to 
Recompose subjectivity and praxis. More 
Often than not, it requires that one leave the  
Realms of the known, and take oneself there 
Where one does not expect, is not expected to be. 

Trinh T. Minh-Ha, When the Moon Waxes Red 
 
 
 
This dissertation addresses what happens socially, culturally, and politically when the 
image of Che Guevara is put to physical use, allowed to work (on us). A rich description 
of the multiple roles that Guevara’s image plays, the broadly varied nature of his 
portrayals, from appropriated to inaesthetic, from ambivalent to antagonistic, and from 
material to virtual help reveal the workings of public non-institutional visual 
communication through this image. My research on/with/under the image/s of Che 
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Guevara derived from Alberto Korda’s famous 1960 photograph came to me in pieces. 
Since I know myself to be an oft-fragmented multiple also, the collage form became not 
only a method and methodology but also a theoretical lens.  

Exploration and discovery were my primary investigatory modes during the 
project’s progression, and thus collage as a mode of visual and textual representation 
coinciding with those modes is more fitting than one modeled on control and prediction. 
“In this process ends shift; the work yields clues that one pursues. In a sense, one 
surrenders to what the work in process suggests” (Eisner, 2003, p. 378). A collage is 
made up of pieces and fragments in dialogue across space; sometimes they overlap, 
sometimes they echo, and sometimes they contradict one another. There is a productive 
tension in those spaces between pieces where the reader becomes the link between pieces 
bridging them differently at different times. I use the term “pieces” rather than “chapters” 
to signal that the series of writings I present as scrolls have no set hierarchy or order, and 
may be read as free-standing individual segments, though there is a mutual dynamic 
among them as they co-form a collage. As such, the form of this dissertation is dialectical 
where the thesis and antithesis are alternately presented, and the reader must negotiate 
and collaborate in creating his or her unique synthesis. It is a necessarily participative 
process. In their different ways the pieces in this dissertation all address the central 
questions: Why are people everywhere interpellated by this image? Does its 
commoditization matter? What kinds of capacities does it engender for them and how do 
they see themselves participating in them? Finally, what do this image’s stories indicate 
in terms of how we interact with images? 
 
Personal shift in progress 
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 My desire to work in the spirit embodied by Trinh T. Minh-Ha’s words is the very 
heart pulsing within this dissertation. Her expression of the transformational nature of 
human understanding, the risks, and rewards, has become my touchstone throughout the 
research and writing process, and has repeatedly guided me back from confusing mazes 
of “the realms of the known” Minh-Ha refers to above, in which I have so often been lost. 
The experience of undertaking a doctoral program and writing a thesis is an unending 
creative struggle where I occasionally gain traction enough to compose words and images 
reflecting the moment of praxis in the inquiry. One of the most difficult ongoing 
challenges is the repeated reassessment, and regaining of awareness, of the many ways 
my privileged-world masculine Western training informs my work. As a result, my 
process involves finding ways to interrupt myself, my privileged self as a holder of 
Canadian citizenship for example (and all the benefits associated with that alone), in 
order to open toward both, silenced selves and other ways of knowing. To do this I 
remember, and recompose my immigrant self, my non-English speaking self, my 
Argentine and my feminine self. 
 I also consciously direct myself to open to the narratives and discourses outside 
the academy and its territorialized disciplines. Listening to elders is vital for this process 
because the expert knowledge elders are responsible for is shared through modeling, 
storytelling, and innovation, and emphasizes praxis without ignoring context. Elders such 
as John Crier, and Dr. Weber-Pillwax impart a holistic yet application-focused 
knowledge that supports my efforts to “recompose subjectivity and knowledge” (as 
Minh-Ha writes in the epigraph). As a result this inquiry is informed not only through 
university-style research but also through an inward journey enabled by my participation 
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in ceremonies such as sweats and circles that, though they are not explicitly figured here, 
are part of the foundation.  
 To elaborate on how I am situating myself, equally vital is spirit work within 
myself that I embrace as a way to learn to see Minh-Ha’s “regimes of representation” that 
sometimes govern even my thoughts. “Spirit work” is the term I use to express my efforts 
to come to grips with the self that is always simultaneously colonizer, colonized and 
seeking liberation. If, when reading, you detect a split author in this thesis, then you have 
correctly identified the voice/s. I am fundamentally and irretrievably divided. I inhabit the 
gap because I am absolutely both/and (Canadian/Argentine; colonizer/colonized; 
inside/outside the Academy etc.) at the same time as being neither/nor. My positionality 
has become schizophrenic in the sense of “a splitting of the mind” in orientation. The 
trope of trickster is useful to describe my positioning as similar to that of one who looks 
creatively “backward and forward with the same glances” (King, 2008 p. 22). As Graeme 
Sullivan (2008) expresses it: “trickster is an insider and outsider, dependent and 
independent, instinctual and adaptable, always a predator and always preyed upon, 
always on the road and always at home.” (Weblog) While characterized by moments of 
traction, for the most part my movement is a wandering: not an aimless wandering, but a 
nomadic seeking that finds a home in homelessness itself. In the words attributed to Italo 
Calvino, “the ideal place for me is the one in which it is most natural to live as a 
foreigner.” 

Consequently, my goal has been to speak to and with the image of Che Guevara 
rather than secure a position of mastery over the object of study by speaking about it and 
ignoring “systems of binary opposition (subject/object; I/It; We/They)” (Minh-Ha, 1991, 
p. 12). Mastery implies domination, a kind of completion, closure, fixity, and a reduction 
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in the need to attend to changes or gaps that may have been missed. For this image of 
Guevara, the Guerrillero Heroico, whose work is never finished and is repeatedly in a 
process of metamorphosis, there is no place for the either/or of a binary based on 
control/chaos. Instead there is a process of mutual becoming that this dissertation 
develops into a snapshot of. Thus the work of displacement (praxis vis-à-vis dialectical 
space) is necessary to destabilize the “other” from the sphere of acquisition and my self 
from the appropriating and demarcating sphere of mastery. Part of this involves closely 
attending to language as something that can be easily “reduced to the status of instrument 
and/or fine style” and thus “either ignores the “beauty” of language or fetishizes it (as an 
end point)…” (Minh-Ha, 1991, p. 12). 
  
Overview of the composition 
 
 Given that we live in a society saturated with visual images, we have all become 
accustomed to using and producing images. While we navigate the image-scape 
successfully, we may not necessarily understand how images work on/with us and what 
becomes of reality when it is understood as a function of the image’s perspective. 
Remarkably, insights into the pedagogical function, the power and effect of visual images 
have not kept pace with this paradigm shift as the continued identification of knowledge 
with language shows. Images represent an other mode of thinking. They bring new 
possibilities for imagining social and political change. As a result, I have come to 
understand these images as not just visual documentation but also as cultural labour. 
Correspondingly, this dissertation has a parallel structure of text and image where readers 
are invited to participate in a visual interaction with images of Che Guevara on every 
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page. Just as this piece you are reading now embodies the principle of parallel structure 
by having each page equally divided between image and text, the rest of the dissertation 
will exemplify the parallel by having entire pages of text and image facing each other 
throughout. 
 
The pieces (parts) of the dissertation/textual collage are as follows: 
  
 A journey through the stories about the original photograph, its reproduction and 
its dissemination juxtaposed with collages that also tell stories about the image. Here, I 
consider salient literature regarding the photograph’s “biography” to examine the visual 
climate, accounts and stories of how people respond to the image, and the current debates 
surrounding the politicization of this image. These discourses around the photo criss-
cross it repeatedly providing a rich contextual layer. Primarily I focus on the key debate 
surround the commoditization of the image and its supposed emptying of power or 
meaning that has been the point of division around which those who admire Guevara the 
historical figure confront those who decry him as an assassin. I find the virulence of the 
debate to be a commanding indicator of the saliency of this image today. 
 In another piece, I introduce a semiotic conceptual orientation with a substantial 
review of the literature that also stretches beyond and is probed by accompanying images. 
I apply theoretical concepts at the core of several debates in image theory, and the politics 
of aesthetics, while adding philosophical and theoretical analysis and my own questions. 
In this piece, I explore the limits of C. S. Peirce’s doctrine of signs and follow up on 
Donald Preziosi’s (2003) elaboration of Roman Jakobson’s addition of a fourth sign type, 
namely artifice. The inclusion of artifice is underwritten by an understanding of A. J. 
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Greimas’(1987) semiotic square as a way to introduce complexity into binary or dual 
forms. I posit the square is as a dynamic, fractal-like construction. One that 
“structurates”, to employ Julia Kristeva’s (1991) useful neologism, but is fluid in the 
sense that it is continually multiplying and contingent, like a fractal. Building on this 
foundation, I articulate possible connections between “artifice” and the notion of the 
“virtual” as described by a philosophers and academicians from C.S. Peirce to Rob 
Shields (2003), as a contribution to this theorizing and explore its relevance to the Che 
image phenomenon. Overall, it is the desire to find ways to speak about the Guerrillero 
Heroico activity and resonance that drives the theoretical contributions in this piece. 

In another piece attending to lived understanding, I explore the personal 
experiences of people who have encountered or been impacted by the image in some way 
through a phenomenological approach where participants share anecdotes about their 
experiences with this image. In this piece, phenomenologists such as Gabriel Marcel, 
Emmanuel Levinas and Roland Barthes provide theoretical lenses for reflection and 
analysis. Because participants frequently connect hope to their experiences of the image, 
I expand on this concept as an animating motif, and as a contribution to understandings of 
the acting/being of the Guerrillero Heroico. This piece also has a separate life as a 
chapter in an edited volume called: Ecologies of affect: Placing nostalgia, desire and 
hope (2011). 
 The phenomenological piece is complemented by another piece resulting from a 
four-month case study I undertook in Venezuela. Here, I share the results of an 
ethnographic case study exploring the use of Che Guevara’s image in a well-known 
Caracas barrio called 23 de enero. A group of youths in urban Caracas, Venezuela have 
taken up this image as their banner and decorated their entire neighbourhood with it. 
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Through their words, and the images in their neighbourhood, they teach me about how 
they come to an understanding of praxis and action with reference to the Che Guevara’s 
face in their neighbourhood. I draw on Hannah Arendt’s (1959) theory of action as a 
parallel to what these youth call “actioning.” Their profound concept of “actioning” 
brings to the fore the performative aspects of the image in a way that scholarly work in 
the area of the visual has yet to reach. “Actioning” through their use of imagery becomes 
the codes by which these youth resist, rage, cry and hope in the possibility of throwing 
off the imperial yoke and all its colonial weight. This piece has also been published in the 
Review of Education, Pedagogy and Cultural Studies’ special issue entitled: “Youth, 
cultural politics and new social spaces in an era of globalization” (September 2009). 
 Finally, I include a piece underpinned by Indigenous Research Methodologies and 
principles and manifests itself with an arts-led approach of visual collage. The first layer 
of this visual piece is a reflection on my own journey in coming to know Che Guevara 
through his image and becoming someone who can express that knowledge by learning 
through materially interacting with hundreds of examples of variations on that one 
picture. Drawing heavily on T. P. Brockelman’s (2001) work, I move towards a theory of 
collage as brought forward through my experiences with the image. A collaborative 
composition that I photographed at each stage of the creative process also appears as part 
of the overall parallel structure of the dissertation as visual research. Hence, these 
photographs have a double function, they provide a visual discourse juxtaposed with the 
textual one and they embody the understandings of a number of people manifested 
through collage. The multivocal and heterotopic result suits for such an image and its 
divergent legacies. In addition it is a result that works through productive ambiguities to 
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enable the reader participate in creating meanings in those openings between text and 
image.  
 

Collage as discursive strategy 
 

Presenting this dissertation as a visual and textual collage mirroring the global 
collage of Che images has specific and concrete implications for my decisions regarding 
its overall form and format, as well as for the various foci and ways I move to, from, and 
between these pieces. I elaborate on possible criteria for the epistemology and ontology 
of collage in the visually oriented piece functioning as a foundation for the methods I 
have used. Instead of repeating that explanation here, it is sufficient to broadly outline 
what I understand the collage form to embody, and why it is the most appropriate 
discursive strategy for this dissertation.  
 I am acutely aware that the very idea of writing implies a sequence, and a fairly 
rational and linear one at that, as a result, writing alone cannot represent the work of this 
thesis. Additionally, I am motivated by a desire to challenge conventions in academic 
writing that hide the artifice and artistry of the means of representation. Instead, I prefer 
to contribute toward opening a space of representation that allows alternative forms. The 
image is the threshold of that space, creating it, a way out, and offering new knowings 
and a way to speak my truths. It is altogether too easy and comfortable to forget that what 
appears as a seamless flow of information following a sequential pattern, be it 
chronological, thematic, or otherwise, is manipulated and constructed for the reader “to 
accept a particular version of reality as ‘real’” (cited in Ellsworth 1997 p. 86). To adapt 
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Elizabeth Ellsworth’s (1997) pedagogic example, we can say that when the reader 
accepts this construct, he or she “becomes witness to a complete world, a world which 
seems even to exceed the bounds of the film [or in this case dissertation] frame." (p. 86) 
By contrast, the discursive strategy of collage is rooted in ambiguity about any sense of 
completeness. Instead, it is a form of representation whose hallmarks are it’s calling of 
attention to its own construction, and its refusal to bridge the gaps between its pieces. 
Collage is a form never certain of being whole, always broken but held together. In many 
ways, collage epitomizes how I feel about the traditional dissertation form itself. 
          In Spectacle Pedagogy, Charles R. Garoian and Yvonne M. Gaudelius (2008) 
depict storytelling’s complexity through a verbal image created by Walter Benjamin. His 
words create an image that I believe accurately depicts how a collage can make a truth 
claim. Benjamin describes storytelling as: 
 

A piling on top of the other of thin, transparent layers which constitutes the most 
appropriate picture of the way in which the perfect narrative is revealed through 
the layers of a variety of retellings (cited in Garoian & Gaudelius, 2008 p. 108). 

 
For Benjamin, the actual story, or “perfect narrative” is a virtual entity reached by the 
listener after listening to the many versions that pile on top of each other. This kind of 
approach describes the overall discursive strategy I employ in this thesis as evidenced 
through the various tactics I have already described. Thus, each telling varies slightly in 
this or that detail, and adapts to its particular time, place, and participants. Each telling is 
the story and something else, or other that informs it. In taking up the tale, the teller 
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speaks to his or her understanding of the story and simultaneously merges with it. No one 
version can constitute the story: they call for each other and are in continual dialogue. 
Similarly the millions of Che images produced everywhere are layered over time to 
provide the “perfect” image, one that can only be seen in all the layers that do not show 
it. The glue that binds these versions, be they of narrative or image, is the imagination of 
the reader/viewer. The most appropriate form to represent a study on such a phenomenon 
I contend is collage. Collage is etymologically rooted in the French to glue, or glued 
together (colle) and evoking the idea of bringing together (co-lect) a variety of things. 
However, collage needs someone to receive (witness) the “variety of retellings’ and 
become the place where they are brought together, we can say that the collage pre-exists 
the viewer in the same way as a story pre-exists the teller.  
 
Pedagogy of collage 
 
         Juxtaposition and fragmentation are at once destructive and productive: this is the 
paradox of collage (and, I might add, the trickster nature). Not only can the pieces be 
understood in any order but they also overlap. A collage approach reveals a process of 
extraction and reinsertion, or in Deleuzian terms deterritorialization and 
reterritorialization: so what priorities does that embody? It underlined the processual and 
unfinished nature of my becoming, as a researcher, helping me find moments of traction 
in my research and calling me out to new ways of being in the world. It revealed 
sensitivity to the particular rather than the substitutive. The emphasis on making 
judgments and experiencing relationships is integral to collage which then allows things 
to find a place, and rigorously, but without necessarily following set rules: an act/ing of 
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critique. In the concept of collage I find the challenging of regimes of representation that 
Minh-Ha writes of and interrogation of rules in general as part of a greater challenge to 
formulaic and standardizing approaches to research both on the level of approaches and 
methods, as well as the level of demonstration of results and “findings.” In other words, 
conventional boundaries are questioned and often blurred. With respect to the 
reader/viewer, the collage form encourages us to act otherwise in the face of rules: it 
invites us to emancipate ourselves because for collage the only cage is the one you bring 
with you.  
       In keeping with the ontology of collage, conditions of undecidability and 
impossibility are in play as part of this dissertation’s tactics, thus the pedagogical 
challenge is not one of transgression, but rather of transformation like finding harmony in 
a junkyard. In the same sense that a piece of newsprint can be transformed from daily 
press to a glass beside a bottle of Suze in Picasso’s collage, murmuring about its past life 
while embracing the new one. And, depending on how you view it, it can again be that 
piece of newsprint, the “imperfect fit” as educator Elizabeth Ellsworth (1997) terms it, 
providing a dialogical space, or a slippage and mutability constituting an “enunciative 
space.” (Foucault, M. 1972, p. 115) This enunciative space is neither the space of the 
newsprints identity as documentary media nor the new form of the glass it resembles in 
the collage: rather it is the between one and the other, being both yet neither; a flickering 
moving space. It is a pedagogical space of play between one’s “socially and historically 
constructed assumptions, one’s rationality, and the forces of uncertainty, indeterminacy, 
and undeciability” (cited in Garoian, & Gaudelius, 2008, p. 130). Elsewhere: 
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Gadamer (1986) argues that this to and fro displays a ‘phenomenon of excess,’ the 
presence of absences that constitutes the object of play and art (p. 12). For 
example, this excess of undecidability is immanent interstitially in collage 
narrative by way of shuttling in-between its disparate [pieces] (Garoian, & 
Gaudelius, 2008, p. 130). 

 
 
Shall we dance? 
 
         In sum, this interdisciplinary dissertation mixes and crosses the approaches within 
phenomenology, semiotics, and ethnography with a collage1 approach centered in 
Indigenous Research Methodologies. With reference to university guidelines, I follow the 
paper format to some extent because some of the pieces in the textual collage are works 
prepared for publication in the area of Cultural Studies. Yet, it can also be considered an 
art/ifact thus, I present the dissertation as hybrid because form and content are only 
artificially extricable, and propositional form is not always able to articulate what is 
knowable. 
 
As noted, rather than striving for finite understandings, or to achieve “mastery,” I aim to 
create a space for play, a structural possibility for understanding something about the 
image of Che Guevara’s face, an image that so many feel they understand and resonate 
with powerfully, and yet so few are able to account for. And thus we move from guerrilla 
                                                
1 Both the textual and visual collages are allegorical (from Greek αλλος, allos, “other”, and αγορευειν, 
agoreuein, “to speak in public”) in the sense that meaning is multilevel and not always evoked through text.  
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warfare, to guerrilla artfare, while recognizing that the same processes and forms I use to 
open spaces can be used equally by others wishing to close them (part of the disturbing 
ambivalence of popular culture formats). Still my focus is on art as something that can 
create and critique “or ironicize manifestations or expressions of hegemonic political or 
religious power” (Preziosi, 2009, p.12). As an end to the opening, I follow Eliot Eisner 
(2003) when he posits that: 
  

The limits of our cognition are not defined by the limits of our 
language. We have a long philosophic tradition in the West that 
promotes the view that knowing anything requires some formulation 
of what we know in words; we need to have warrants for our 
assertions. But is it really the case that what we cannot assert we 
cannot know? (p. 379-380) 
 

Clearly my answer to Eisner’s query would be no. 
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